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Optimal de-tumbling of spacecraft with four thrusters
James D. Biggs, Hugo Fournier, Simone Ceccherini, Francesco Topputo
Abstract Motivated by a drive towards spacecraft miniaturisation and the desire to undertake more complex
missions in deep-space, this paper tackles the problem of de-tumbling spacecraft using a minimal number
of attitude thrusters. The control problem addressed is to drive high tip-off angular velocity rates that result
from imperfect orbit injection to within a required tolerance using only the on-off switching of 4 thrusters.
This paper presents three possible control solutions to this problem (i) a logic-based controller that is simple
to implement and requires no tuning (ii) a projective control that aims to replicate an ideal continuous control
as closely as possible with the available torques and (iii) a Neural-network-based Predictive Control (NNPC)
that is adapted to nonlinear control systems with boolean inputs. The NNPC is based on a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) using a Nonlinear AutoRegressive exogenous configuration for time propagation of the state
in a finite-time horizon optimization. Commonly, for continuous systems, a back-propagation algorithm for
the receding horizon optimization is used, but this is not applicable to systems with discrete inputs and so is
replaced by a genetic algorithm. In addition a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is trained off-line with optimal
control data obtained with the NNPC resulting in an optimal control that can be implemented on-line with
a significantly reduced on-board computational cost. The NNPC performance is compared to the proposed
logic-based and projective de-tumbling control laws in simulation of a 12 U CubeSat and is shown to be the
most efficient in terms of total impulse requirement.
1 Introduction
Recent interest in CubeSat deep-space missions has created numerous and unique challenges related to the
highly constrained nature of these spacecraft. One such example is the Lunar Meteoroid Impact Observer
(LUMIO) which is a 12 U CubeSat (20cm× 20 cm× 30 cm with a mass of approximately 25kg) that intends
to deploy on the Libration Point orbit L2 of the Earth-Moon-Spacecraft system [1]. One major challenge of
such a mission is to minimise the amount of mass and volume of the spacecraft as well as the amount of fuel
expended for the purpose of de-tumbling the spacecraft post-launch (magnetic torquers typically used for
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de-tumbling CubeSats are only useful in Low Earth Orbit), orbit transfer, station-keeping and de-saturation
maneuvers. The paper addresses minimizing the mass, volume and fuel expenditure related to the ADCS
system by using a minimal thruster reaction control system and optimal control laws.
In this paper the problem of de-tumbling a spacecraft in a fuel-efficient way using only the on-off switch-
ing of four thrusters is considered. The four on-off thrusters are configured on a single face of the spacecraft
with each delivering a constant force F with their vectors denoted F1, F2, F3, F4 as depicted in Figure 1.
Each thruster is inclined by an angle α to the horizontal. The propulsive system can deliver only a set of
specific torques with fixed values on each axis according to the different combination of thruster. A combi-
nation of two thrusters can be used to apply a torque with the required sign of each axis. Again, although a
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of a spacecraft with 4 thrusters located on the same face
specific torque can be applied to a single axis at any instant in time it cannot be applied simultaneously to all
axis. Controls designed for on-off thrusters have historically been dealt with by trying to replicate continuous
control laws by discrete laws. Some of the first control algorithms useful for ”on-off” actuators have been
developed in [2] based on Lyapunov stability theory. More recent methods for controlling a spacecraft with
on-off thrusters deal with the Thruster Selection Problem (TSP) by reducing the number of thrusters acti-
vated during a maneuver thus minimizing fuel usage. For example [3] develops a continuous ”ideal” control
law which is then mapped to the different thrusters depending on the configuration via a Linear Program-
ming (LP) algorithm and finally a Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) is then used, transforming a variable
torque amplitude into a torque of variable duration. Different LP algorithms such as the primal-dual interior
point and the simplex algorithm which provides a reliable linear optimization process with constraints can
be used. The method combining a simplex algorithm and PWM has been implemented and adapted to the
rototranslational dynamics of a spacecraft in [4]. The NASA Ames Center has also investigated optimal
thruster selection using six and eight thrusters with fuel minimization [5] for a deep-space nano-satellite
control configuration investigating both cold-gas and micro-electric propulsion devices for de-tumbling.
In this paper a nonlinear optimal controller is developed for the de-tumbling of a 4 thruster spacecraft
using a Neural network-based predictive control adapted to boolean input systems. Classical Model-based
Predictive Control (MPC) that utilises Linear Quadratic Regulator theory [8] [9] are not efficient for the
highly nonlinear dynamics of a de-tumbling Spacecraft. Recent methods using Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) [10] [11] have been used to replicate the nonlinear dynamics and can be fused with MPC to allow
efficient time propagation of the state and dynamic Back-propagation for performing receding horizon opti-
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mization. More recently MPC based on Neural networks has been adapted to nonlinear systems with boolean
control inputs [12]. Here we use RNN to replicated the nonlinear dynamics so that the future state and cost
function can be evaluated and optimized using a genetic algorithm and the optimal thruster selection chosen.
Furthermore, the MLP is used to improve the computational efficiency whereby different MLPs are trained
with optimal data obtained with the genetic algorithm-based predictive optimization.
2 Problem Statement
The attitude dynamics of a spacecraft are given by the equation of motion
Jω˙ =−ω× Jω+d+u (1)
where d is an internal or external disturbance, ω the angular velocity in body fixed coordinates with respect
to a fixed inertial frame, J the inertia matrix and u a boolean input control defined by
u=−T ·uon/o f f (2)
where uon/o f f ∈ {0,1}4×1 is a binary vector whose i-th element equals 1 when the i-th thruster is activated,
and 0 when it is turned off and
T =
 lF sinα lF sinα −lF sinα −lF sinα−lF cosα lF cosα lF cosα −lF cosα
xF sinα− xF cosα xF cosα− xF sinα xF sinα− xF cosα xF cosα− xF sinα
 (3)
where α ∈ (0, pi4 ) is defined by the thrusters orientation, x and l are geometric lengths of the spacecraft with
its centre of mass assumed to be at the geometric centre. The control objective is to then drive ω from a
high initial angular velocity to within a required tolerance in a fuel-efficient (preferably optimal) way. In the
following section three control laws are proposed with increasing degrees of implementation complexity.
3 De-tumbling control laws for four thrusters
In this section three control laws are presented based on (i) a logic-based control law which is simple to
implement and requires no tuning (ii) a projection-based control, so called, because it projects an ideal
continuous control onto the space of all possible torque profiles and selects the thruster combination that
minimizes the norm of the error between the ideal torque and the possible torques. This control is simple
to implement but requires tuning of the ideal controller and (iii) a neural-network based predictive control
that efficiently propagates the state in a finite horizon optimization. The cost function considered is chosen
to minimize the total impulse of the system. In NNPC (for continuous control systems) a back-propagation
algorithm is typically used for the receding horizon optimization, however, this is not suitable for boolean
input systems. Here a genetic algorithm is used as an alternative to back-propagation which is applicable to
discrete input systems.
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3.1 Simple logic-based control
Since it is possible to create a torque at any instant in time in one axis and with the required sign, by activating
the right combination of two thrusters simultaneously, a simple and reliable control that reduces at each time
t the error function in its maximum direction is given by a simple logic-based control:
usl =−Mimaxsign(ωimax)eimax (4)
where eimax with i= 1,2,3 form an orthonormal basis in the body frame.
imax = argmax
i
|ωi| (5)
with
M =
 2lF sinα2lF cosα−2xF sinα+2xF cosα
 (6)
Note that for a given set of thrusters and thruster configuration the control law requires no tuning and is
therefore simple to implement.
3.2 Projection control
This control approach is based on a standard proportional continuous de-tumbling control uc =−kJω which
is projected onto one of the 15 available torques upi by selecting the one which is as close to the ideal torque
as possible. 15 torques are available since 2n combinations are possible with n thrusters and where the case
of all thrusters being turned on is removed since it provides zero torque. In other words at each time-step
the selected thruster configuration is chosen as the one that minimizes the cost function Jc =
∥∥uc−upi ∥∥. In
this case the ideal control parameter k must be tuned to minimize the total impulse. Additionally, if there are
significant internal disturbances (such as a time-varying inertia matrix due to fuel usage, sloshing, rotating
solar panels or even actuator faults) then the ideal control can be amended to cancel these effects at each
sampling period where
uc =−kJω− dˆ (7)
where dˆ is an estimate of the uncertain disturbance torques which can be obtained, for example, from a
nonlinear extended state observer such as:
dωˆ
dt
= J−1(Jω×ω+u+ dˆ)+β1 |ω− ωˆ|σ sgn(ω− ωˆ)
ddˆ
dt
= β2 |ω− ωˆ|σ sgn(ω− ωˆ)
(8)
where β1,β2,σ are tuning parameters. If the estimator is perfect the ideal continuous control (7) will asymp-
totically stabilize the origin even in the presence of disturbances. In practise the estimator is not perfect but
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the control can be augmented to include an adaptive parameter that yields asymptotic stability to a tunable
bounded region of the desired state [7] or alternatively the inclusion of a sliding-mode component ensures
asymptotic stability even in the presence of an estimation error [6]. For attitude control in deep-space the ef-
fect of external disturbances such as solar radiation pressure should be considered, but over the short duration
of a de-tumbling manoeuvre they have a negligible effect.
The, so-called, projection control used can be stated as:
upon/o f f = argmin
uon/o f f∈{0,1}4×1
Γ (uon/o f f ) (9)
where
Γ (uon/o f f ) =
∥∥uc+Tuon/o f f∥∥ . (10)
In contrast to the simple-logic controller the projective control requires tuning of the ideal controller. For a
simple proportional based ideal controller this may require only the tuning of 1 scalar gain, however, more
complex ideal controls such as those which utilise active disturbance rejection would require the tuning of
multiple parameters which significantly increases the complexity of implementation.
4 Neural network based predictive attitude control with four thrusters
In this section, a neural network-based predictive control is presented that is adapted to boolean inputs. It
provides discrete torques based on an optimization over a receding time horizon that leads to propellant
savings, with an affordable computational cost made possible by the off-line training of a Multi-Layers
Perceptron neural controller. It is performed in two steps: (i) an optimal control is developed, it uses a
Neural Network to propagate the states forward in time, and to forecast the value of a cost function with a
high accuracy. (ii) the optimal control of the first step is used to generate a set of optimal data, that is used
for training a second Multi-Layers Perceptron (MLP) off-line. Once the MLP is trained it will only need
to be forward propagated on-line, hence greatly reducing the computational cost of the predictive attitude
controller.
This paper adapts a continuous neural-network-based predictive control to a nonlinear system with
boolean inputs by implementing a genetic algorithm which does not require the assumption of continuity
in the optimization procedure. In the following sub-section the optimal control development is described.
4.1 On-line optimization control with a genetic algorithm and Neural-Network
prediction
A commonly used cost function for receding horizon control applications used is the Linear Quadratic Reg-
ulator (LQR) which for the de-tumbling problem has the following quadratic form:
F =
1
∆ t
∫ t+∆ t
t
ωTKω+uTRudt (11)
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where K and R are weight matrices. The optimization variable is the control input [u(t ′)]t ′∈[t;t+∆ t]. In order
to efficiently and accurately predict the future state errors of the system, a Neural Network Multi-Layers
Perceptron is used whose structure is presented in Figure 2.
Fig. 2 Representation of a Multi-layers Perceptron
A Multi-Layers Perceptron is a function that computes an output by forward-propagation through M
layers of Sm neurons each, with the following expression:
a1 = σ1(W 1p+b1) (12)
am+1 = σm+1(Wm+1am+bm+1) for m= 2 . . .M−1 (13)
where p ∈ RS0×1 is the input, am ∈ RSm is the output of layer m, Wm is the weight matrix of layer m, σm is
the activation function of layer m. Sm is the number of neurons of layer m. Layer M is the output layer, with
SM the number of outputs and S0 the number of inputs of the Network.
In this paper, the activation functions are the log-sigmoid functions
σ(n) =
1
1+ e−n
(14)
in the hidden layers and identity functions in the outer layer.
Training a Multi-Layer Perceptron consists in providing it with a set of target inputs/outputs pairs and
modifying its weights and biases so that the outputs of the network get as close as possible to the target
outputs, for the same inputs. The ultimate goal is not to interpolate the points, but to be able to generalize to
any new input belonging to the same range as those from the training set.
For a given set (pq, tq)q=1...Q of Q training inputs/outputs, the following training cost function:
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F tr(x) =
1
Q
Q
∑
q=1
(tq−aq(x))T (tq−aq(x)) (15)
is reduced by an optimization algorithm, in which the optimization variable is the vector x∈R∑M−1m=0 (Sm+1)Sm+1
containing all the weights and biases of the Network, a= aM is the network output. By writing
F tr = ν(x)Tν(x) (16)
where the vector ν ∈ RSMQ×1 contains the Q error vectors, the cost function can be reduced by a Levenberg
Marquardt algorithm, for which the update of the Neural Network’s weights and biases at each cycle is
obtained by
x(k+1) = x(k)− [JT (xk)J(xk)+µkI]−1JT (xk)ν(xk) (17)
Where the parameter µk is decreased if a weight update successfully decreases the cost function, and in-
creased in the opposite case. When it is low, the algorithm approaches the quadratic convergence velocity
Newton Algorithm, while when it is high, it tends to a linear convergence velocity steepest gradient descent
algorithm. The Jacobian matrix
J =
∂ν
∂x
∈ R(SMQ)×(∑M−1m=0 (Sm+1)Sm+1) (18)
is obtained by the backpropagation algorithm:
sM = σM
sm = sm+1Wm+1σ˙m for m=M−1...1 (19)
where
sm =
∂aM
∂nm
(20)
and nm =Wmam+bm is the net output of layer m.
σ˙m =

σ˙m(nm1 ) 0 . . . 0
0 σ˙m(nm2 )
. . .
...
...
. . . . . . 0
0 . . . 0 σ˙m(nmSm)

is the matrix composed of the derivatives of the activation function of layer m. In particular, a specific type
of MLP with one hidden layer, a log-sigmoid activation function, and a linear activation function in the
output layer is used based on a Nonlinear AutoRegressive exogenous configuration (NARX). The inputs are
composed of the current torque applied to the system and its delayed values, and the delayed values of the
output (the state) represented in Figure 3 by the tapped delay lines (TDL).
In case of continuous torques, this Neural Network can be used for computing the derivatives of the fu-
ture states with respect to the current and future torques, hence allowing for a gradient-based or Jacobian
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Fig. 3 Nonlinear AutoRegressive eXogenous (NARX) network used for predicting the future states of the system
based optimization. However, in the case of thrusters the generated torques are discrete and therefore the
assumption of continuous differentiability required for these numerical optimization techniques is no longer
valid. For this reason, different combinations of torques need to be successively computed in the optimiza-
tion process. By discretizing the time, not all 15N combinations of torques can be tried, where N is the
receding horizon length, but a genetic algorithm can effectively find an optimal combination of thrusters
[uon/o f f (q)]q∈[1;N] where q is the discrete time.
An advantage of using a genetic algorithm is that no constraint exist on the form of the cost function. In
this paper, we propose a cost function of the form
F =
1
N
N
∑
q=1
‖ω‖22,K+K∞ ‖ω‖∞,K+
∥∥uon/o f f∥∥22,R (21)
where
‖ω‖2,K = ωTKω, ‖ω‖∞,K = max(K1/2ω),
∥∥uon/o f f∥∥2,R = uTon/o f fRuon/o f f (22)
The matrix K is positive definite symmetric, where K = K1/2.K1/2 and where K1/2 has real entries which
can be computed by diagonalization since the diagonal terms will be positive. Thus, the quadratic norm of
the state is dominant for high state errors, hence efficiently reducing the equivalent kinetic energy, and the
infinity norm is dominant for low values of the state error, when accuracy in all directions is needed. The
states are normalized with a value equal to the maximum expected value, so that the weights matrices in the
cost function are close to unity.
At each time step, the genetic algorithm computes the N future torque vectors of the time horizon by
minimizing the cost function, and the first torque corresponding to N = 1 is selected.
uoption/o f f =
 argmin
uon/o f f∈{0,1}4×N
F(uon/o f f )

q=1
(23)
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5 Simulation results: De-tumbling of a 4-thruster 12U Cubesat
5.1 On-line optimization predictive control with genetic algorithm and Neural Network
plant model
The case study considered is the LUMIO spacecraft which has a minimal thruster configuration within the
ADCS architecture as shown in Figure 4. Mass, volume and power of the ADCS sub-system were mini-
Fig. 4 ADCS architecture for the 12U LUMIO spacecraft
mized by selecting (from the available commercial off the shelf (COTS) options) sensors with the smallest
mass, volume and power that satisfied the pointing requirements. The sensors shown are a nano SSOC-D60
Sun sensor manufactured by Solar MEMs technology, two ST 400 star trackers manufactured by Hyper-
ion technology and Berlin technologies and STIM 300 ultra-high performance inertial measurement unit
manufactured by Sensonor10. The on-board computer is the GOMspace-Z7000. The actuators are 3 Blue
Canyon RWP-100 reaction wheels which are used for fine 3-axis tracking of a reference attitude that is
designed for Moon pointing and that enables maximum power generation [1]. Finally, the VACCO propul-
sion system is proposed for the de-tumbling and de-saturation manoeuvres of the mission which is a min-
imal set of four reaction control systems thrusters chosen to minimize mass and volume. The parameters
used in the simulation are the principal moments of inertia J1 = 26.66×10−2kg.m2, J2 = 26×10−2kg.m2,
J3 = 16.66×10−2kg.m2. The initial angular velocity is ω(0) = [0.45;0.52;0.55]T rad/s. The thrusters have
the same thrust level F = 10mN, the geometric parameters are taken as α = 30◦, x = 0.05m, l = 0.15m.
The performance metric is the total impulse Itot =∑3i=1∑
Q
q=1 uon/o f f which computes how many time steps a
thruster is turned on, and can be multiplied by F dt/(Isg0) to obtain the propellant consumption, where dt is
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the time step, Is is the specific impulse of the thrusters, and g0 the gravity acceleration on Earth. De-tumbling
is considered complete when all of the angular velocities have absolute values less than 0.002rad/s. The
angular velocity is normalized in the cost function with ωnorm = [2.0;2.0;2.0]rad/s. The Neural Network
used for propagation of the state uses 50 neurons in its hidden layer, and 3 delays for the activation thrust
vector and for the delayed states, resulting in 21 inputs.
In Figure 5, we show the results with a typical quadratic cost function (K∞ = 0), a cost function with an
infinity norm (Kquad = 0), and a linear combination of the two. The simple logic control (4) leads to a total
Fig. 5 De-tumbling of a 12U CubeSat with an optimal predictive control using the cost function F = Kquad ‖ω‖22+K∞ ‖ω‖2∞+
R‖u‖22. (N.C.=not converged)
impulse of 634, and the projection control (9), after selecting the best coefficient k1 = 4, leads to a total
impulse of 652. In the case of the predictive control the best impulse of 625 was achieved which offers only
a small improvement to the simpler controls. However, using the modified cost function with a square value
of the quadratic norm and a linear value of the infinity norm yields the results in Table 1. This shows a clear
improvement in the total impulse reduction with approximately the same settling time.
In particular for values of R= 0.005 and K∞ = 0.5 a total impulse of 522 is achieved leading to a 17.7%
reduction in the fuel requirement. In Figure 6 the simulations using the on-line optimization method, the
simple logic method and the projection control are compared. This shows a clear improvement of the de-
tumbling cost by using the on-line optimization NNPC.
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Table 1 Total Impulses for detumbling a 12U CubeSat with 4 thrusters, with an optimal predictive control using a modified
cost function F = ‖ω‖22 +K∞ ‖ω‖∞+R‖u‖22 (N.C.=non converged)
R= 0 R= 0.0003 R= 0.001 R= 0.003 R= 0.01 R= 0.1
K∞=0.015 637 643 N.C. N.C. N.C. N.C.
K∞=0.05 649 607 611 N.C. N.C. N.C.
K∞=0.15 630 601 576 N.C. N.C. N.C.
K∞=0.5 642 598 588 543 N.C. N.C.
K∞=1.5 641 633 636 604 550 N.C.
K∞=5 643 661 630 648 609 N.C.
Fig. 6 Detumbling a 12U CubeSat with 4 thrusters, comparison of 3 different methods
5.2 Off-line Training of a Neural Network Model Reference Control
The optimal control described so far is not computationally feasible on-line because of the necessity of
performing an optimization at each time step. Another Neural Network, that takes as inputs the delayed
values of the states and torques, and outputs the thrusters activation vector uon/o f f is trained using a set
composed of random inputs and for each of them, the corresponding optimized torque obtained by the
same optimization over a given time-horizon. Using this approach, with successful training, the process can
be used to obtain optimal values on-line, without the computational cost of optimization. A Multi-Layers
Perceptron is trained off-line for this purpose.
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Different MLPs are trained with optimal data obtained with the genetic algorithm-based predictive op-
timization. Good results are obtained with 3 hidden layers. Every result presented has been obtained with
12 different Neural Network training, because the training process highly depends on the initial condition
of the Network weights. Each training uses an early stopping: if the training error keeps decreasing but a
generalization error obtained with a validation set starts increasing, the process is stopped and the best gen-
eralization error is retained. Each set of results has been tried with 10, 20 and 30 neurons in each of the 3
hidden layers, and the best number of neurons has been retained. Each training has been done with a mixed
training set, composed of one set (70% of the full set) of high angular velocities, covering the maximum con-
sidered range [−0.7;0.7]rad/s, and one set (30% of the full set) of low angular velocities [−0.2;0.2]rad/s,
in order to obtain a good behaviour of the neural controller in any condition. The values of R = 0.005 and
K∞ = 0.5 for the generation of the optimized data has been taken as the best in the on-line optimization. The
time step is 1s. The generalization error E%gen is after training the percentage of inputs of a test set, different
than the training set, that lead to a wrong output by the trained MLP.
Table 2 Comparison of the generalization error (in %) using fully random or pseudo-random delayed state inputs, with 10 000
training data
fully random inputs pseudo-random inputs
best S 20 20
E%gen 23.5 19.0
Results shown in table 2 confirm that the use of pseudo-random delayed state inputs instead of fully
random inputs improves the generalization capability of the Network trained in the same conditions Q =
10000 data and S= 20 neurons in each layer.
Table 3 evidences that increasing the number of training data efficiently reduces the generalization error,
and leads to lower fuel usage, ultimately tending to the on-line optimization performances. With the Neural
Networks used in this paper, clear savings are obtained with the off-line trained MLP with respect to the sim-
ple logic control and the projection control. The results also show that the best number of neurons increases
when the data length increases.
Table 4 shows the number of floating point operations (flops) required by the spacecraft’s on-board com-
puter for different number of neurons, in each of the 3 hidden layers of the MLP. Note that for de-tumbling,
reducing the time step would lead to negligible improvements.
Table 3 Performance (generalization error, total impulse for de-tumbling and settling time) using different number of training
data
Q=2000 Q=10 000 Online Optimization
best S 10 20 -
E%gen 26.1 19.0 -
Itot 661 580 522
∆ ts 349s 320s 321s
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Table 4 Number of floating points operations required by the spacecraft’s onboard computer for 3 hidden layers MLP con-
trollers for different numbers of neurons
S flops
10 1070
20 2920
30 5570
6 Conclusion
This paper presents a Neural Network-based Predictive control adapted to nonlinear systems with boolean
control inputs. The method is applied to the optimal control of a 12U CubeSat with four thrusters. An ex-
tensive comparison of the neural controls, a logic-based control law and a control obtained by projection of
a continuous control on the set of available torques is performed. It leads to the conclusion that the NNPCs
are more fuel-efficient for de-tumbling maneuvers, leading to up to 17.7% fuel savings when compared
to the logic-based and projective controller. Future work can include the development of optimal controls
for slew motions and attitude tracking for spacecraft with four thrusters which could include micro-electric
propulsion technology. In addition, a rigorous stability analysis is still required; with the logic based con-
trols stability determined using passivity arguments while stability of a neuro-based controller remains a
significant challenge.
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